1) Emily sent twenty text messages a day, which is four times as many texts as Henry. How many texts did Henry send?

2) An electric saw cost three times as much as a manual saw. A manual saw cost three dollars. How much does an electric saw cost?

3) At the carnival there were six people in line at the roller coaster and two times as many in line at the Ferris Wheel. How many people were at the Ferris Wheel?

4) A flower store has twenty roses and five tulips. How many times more roses did they have than tulips?

5) At a malt shop for every soda sold they sell seven hamburgers. If they sold fourteen burgers, how many sodas would they have sold?

6) On her MP3 player Faye had eighteen pop songs and three country songs. How many times more pop songs did she have than country songs?

7) George was doing sit-ups. He did nine times as many on Tuesday as he did on Monday. If he did six sit-ups on Monday, how many did he do on Tuesday?

8) At a malt shop they sold fifty-four burgers and nine sodas. How many times as many burgers did they sell as sodas?

9) Cody was playing a video game. It took him six lives to beat the first world. It took five times as many to beat the second world. How many lives did he use on the second world?

10) Haley was playing basketball. She made five times as many shots as she missed. If she made ten shots, how many shots did she miss?

11) It takes Tom eighteen oranges to make a large glass of orange juice and nine for a small glass. He uses how many times as many oranges for a large glass as he does a small glass?

12) An electric saw cost thirty-two dollars, which is four times as much as a manual saw costs. How much does the manual saw cost?
Solve each problem.

1) Emily sent twenty text messages a day, which is four times as many texts as Henry. How many texts did Henry send?

2) An electric saw cost three times as much as a manual saw. A manual saw cost three dollars. How much does an electric saw cost?

3) At the carnival there were six people in line at the roller coaster and two times as many in line at the Ferris Wheel. How many people were at the Ferris Wheel?

4) A flower store has twenty roses and five tulips. How many times more roses did they have than tulips?

5) At a malt shop for every soda sold they sell seven hamburgers. If they sold fourteen burgers, how many sodas would they have sold?

6) On her MP3 player Faye had eighteen pop songs and three country songs. How many times more pop songs did she have than country songs?

7) George was doing sit-ups. He did nine times as many on Tuesday as he did on Monday. If he did six sit-ups on Monday, how many did he do on Tuesday?

8) At a malt shop they sold fifty-four burgers and nine sodas. How many times as many burgers did they sell as sodas?

9) Cody was playing a video game. It took him six lives to beat the first world. It took five times as many to beat the second world. How many lives did he use on the second world?

10) Haley was playing basketball. She made five times as many shots as she missed. If she made ten shots, how many shots did she miss?

11) It takes Tom eighteen oranges to make a large glass of orange juice and nine for a small glass. He uses how many times as many oranges for a large glass as he does a small glass?

12) An electric saw cost thirty-two dollars, which is four times as much as a manual saw costs. How much does the manual saw cost?
1) Emily sent 20 text messages a day, which is 4 times as many texts as Henry. How many texts did Henry send?

2) An electric saw cost 3 times as much as a manual saw. A manual saw cost 3 dollars. How much does an electric saw cost?

3) At the carnival there were 6 people in line at the roller coaster and 2 times as many in line at the Ferris Wheel. How many people were at the Ferris Wheel?

4) A flower store has 20 roses and 5 tulips. How many times more roses did they have than tulips?

5) At a malt shop for every soda sold they sell 7 hamburgers. If they sold 14 burgers, how many sodas would they have sold?

6) On her MP3 player Faye had 18 pop songs and 3 country songs. How many times more pop songs did she have than country songs?

7) George was doing sit-ups. He did 9 times as many on Tuesday as he did on Monday. If he did 6 sit-ups on Monday, how many did he do on Tuesday?

8) At a malt shop they sold 54 burgers and 9 sodas. How many times as many burgers did they sell as sodas?

9) Cody was playing a video game. It took him 6 lives to beat the first world. It took 5 times as many to beat the second world. How many lives did he use on the second world?

10) Haley was playing basketball. She made 5 times as many shots as she missed. If she made 10 shots, how many shots did she miss?